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To

Shri S. S.Agarwal,
Sr.General Maneiger (Pers),
BSNL Corporate Office,

Dated: 26ft May 2O74
;1n

New Delhi.

Subject: Proper implementation of provisions of BSNL Transfer Policy - regardlng

Sir,
BSNL Transfer Policy stipulates under Section B, 11 (d) that "tr'or Terrltorlal Circle

Er<ecutives, while computing Station/SSA/Circle tenure, any stay ln non-territorial
Circle within the territorial jurisdlctlon of the Circle shall also be counted. Sinilarly'
for non-territorial Circle executives, stay of territorlal circle shall be counted whlle
computing Station/SSA/Circle tenure."

2. We have been time ald again pointing out that this stipulation is not being followed by
many circles, resulting in some ofEcers on long stay list getting posted in a non-territorial
circle under the jurisdiction of the same territorial circle and vice versa. In some cases these
officers managed to get the same station where they were working before their transfer.

3. While this is a case with many circles, another mis-interpretatioo of the said stipulation
is being done in respect of Calcutta Telephones District and Chennai Telecom District. These
are separate circles and are not part of either West Bengal Telecom Circle in the former case
and Tamilnadu Telecom Circle in the latter.

4 Service rendered in West Bengal Circle cannot be taken into account with the serlice
rendered in Calcutta Telephones for preparing the long stay list or the other way round.
Similarly seryice rendered in Tamilnadu Circle cannot be taken into account rvitl service
rendered in Chennai Telephones.

5, However, periods of service rendered in the same station under different circles need to
be counted together for long stay.

6. We, therefore request you to issue necessary guidelines to all circles for implementing
the BSNL Transfer Policv. in the above mentioned situations.

Copy to: Shri A.N.Rai,
Director (HR)

With kind regards,
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